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Introduction
When we wrote the first edition of iPhone SDK Development, we knew we
weren’t writing something like The C Programming Language that would live
on unchanged for decades. But was two years on the shelf too much to ask
for?

Apparently so! And we’re not complaining. Since the release of our first book
in early 2009, the platform has surged in popularity and prominence. In the
intervening years, the platform has added a whole new device family in the
iPad, sold millions of units, and changed its name from iPhone OS to iOS to
better reflect its multiple uses and perhaps to leave the door open to future
devices.

The SDK has also grown in breadth and depth, adding new features, new
frameworks, and new tools. Since the first book, Apple has changed compilers
and has radically overhauled Xcode, the primary iOS development environ-
ment. As we did our day-to-day work with all this new stuff, we’d sometimes
look over the book and notice each time that more and more of it was out-of-
date. The Xcode screenshots, the callbacks to selectors instead of blocks, the
exposure of private variables and method names in the public header—all
this stuff we weren’t using ourselves anymore—it all seemed so…so 2009.

A New Start and a Do-Over

If you happen to have read the previous book and then you flip through this
one, you’ll notice something: we have copied over absolutely nothing from the
old book. This one is 100 percent new. As we looked at all the changes to the
platform—between Xcode 4, iOS 6, and the iPad—we decided that so much
had changed that we would be better off starting off fresh. This freed us to
embrace everything that’s new, making a complete cut with the past and
writing a truly up-to-date book.

And there’s so much that’s new! The radically overhauled Xcode 4 is the first
version of the development tool that’s truly built for iOS development, rather
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than having iPhone concepts bolted onto a Mac IDE. It completely rethinks
how developers work with projects, and its sensible conceptual divisions make
finding its functionality more predictable. In code, the revolutionary new
Automatic Reference Counting frees developers from the drudgery of manual
retain and release calls, a routine that if mishandled would lead to memory leaks
or crashes. With multicore processors like the A5 comes a need for practical
concurrent programming, something the iOS SDK answers with Grand Central
Dispatch, a technology that allows programmers to divvy up small bits of
code and data as “blocks” and let the system decide how best to run them.

In fact, it’s possible to have too much of a good thing, and the iOS 6 SDK is
a good example. In our first book, we worked to present most of the interesting
things you could do with the platform and watched as our 250-page book
grew to nearly 600 pages, blowing through deadline after deadline. And that
was just for iPhone OS 3. To cover all the subsequent changes in iOS versions
4 through 6 at the same depth, we’d be in the thousands of pages. And that’s
not very “pragmatic.”

So we’ve adjusted our focus for this edition. This book is about setting you
off on the right foot: understanding the fundamentals, getting comfortable
with the tools and the concepts, and developing good habits. We’ve put a
particular emphasis on the last of these, looking for the kinds of things that
aren’t just handy classes or compiler tricks but instead are the values and
routines that will help produce better apps. To that point, you’ll find we spend
time talking about topics like internationalization, testing, debugging, and
source code management. We’re also adopting modern iOS development
practices, such as using Objective-C properties exclusively instead of using
traditional instance variables and getting private methods out of public
header files.

Our goal is for this book to serve as a prerequisite for all the other iOS titles
from the Pragmatic Bookshelf, such as iOS Recipes: Tips and Tricks for
Awesome iPhone and iPad Apps [WD11] by Paul Warren and Matt Drance and
Core Data [Zar12] by Marcus S. Zarra. And, of course, it should provide a
good grounding for any future titles that dig further into the many frameworks
of iOS.

But more importantly, you should come away from this book with a firm grasp
of the most essential iOS APIs—the UIKit GUI framework and the essential
utilities of the Foundation framework—and enough of a sense of where things
are and how things work to be able to grab the documentation for interesting-
looking features and be able to figure it out.
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So Here’s the Plan

With that goal in mind, let’s look at how we’re going to get there. We’ll start
by getting Xcode from the Mac App Store, and by the time we’re done we’ll be
ready to upload our own apps to the iOS App Store. Here’s a road map to the
journey:

• Chapter 1, Tweetings and Welcome to iOS 6, on page ?, starts by down-
loading and installing the SDK and beginning work on a first app, which
uses iOS 6’s new Social framework to send a tweet telling the world that
our journey is underway. We’ll use Xcode’s visual tools to build a user
interface and connect it to our first code.

• Chapter 2, Programming for iOS, on page ?, gets into the specifics of
coding by introducing the Objective-C programming language and the
two frameworks we use most frequently in iOS apps: Foundation and
UIKit.

• Chapter 3, Asynchronicity and Concurrency, on page ?, addresses the
issues of how and when our code is run, showing how many of the iOS
APIs use asynchronous callbacks and employing the Grand Central Dis-
patch system to handle concurrent execution of our code.

• Chapter 4, View Controllers, on page ?, turns our attention back to the
UI and looks at how iOS apps are built on a strong Model-View-Controller
(MVC) foundation, which will let us make our code more resilient and
easier to maintain.

• Chapter 5, Table Views, on page ?, continues to build our UI arsenal by
bringing in the flexible and widely used table view, the linchpin of most
iPhone apps that need to present lists of data.

• Chapter 6, Storyboards and Container Controllers, on page ?, is where
we’ll learn how to build a visual road map of the many screens of an app
and how to build much of the logic of that navigation and presentation
automatically.

• Chapter 7, Documents and iCloud, on page ?, gives us the tools we need
to save our user’s work to the filesystem as well as to Apple’s new iCloud
service.

• Chapter 8, Drawing and Animating, on page ?, lets us bring our own
pixels to the game using the Core Graphics framework to draw images
and shapes and use Core Animation to give them life.
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• Chapter 9, Testing and Fixing Apps, on page ?, addresses the things that
can go wrong when we build and run our apps and how we use the SDK’s
tools both to make them right and to make sure they don’t go wrong again.

• Chapter 10, The App Store and Beyond, on page ?, completes our journey
by changing our outlook from learning to doing. We’ll start maintaining
our code for the long haul, running it on the device, submitting it on the
store (without getting rejected), and managing it after it’s in users’ hands.

Expectations and Technical Requirements

The technical requirements for iOS development, in general terms, are pretty
simple: a reasonably new Mac, running the most-recent production version
of Mac OS X. The specific version numbers increment ever upward; check
out Xcode on the Mac App Store for the latest requirements. For this edition,
our baseline is Xcode 4.5 and the iOS 6 SDK (included with Xcode 4.5), run-
ning on Mountain Lion (10.8.2).

We also expect readers of this book to be proficient programmers in at least
one object-oriented language. That can be one of the many curly-brace
descendants of C (C++, C#, or Java), or an OO scripting language like Ruby
or Python. In the previous edition, we assumed some previous familiarity with
C and its memory-management concepts (pointers, malloc(), and so on), but
we found many readers didn’t have it. For this edition, we are providing a
catch-up appendix for readers who’ve never had to master these challenges.
If the * and & memory operators are unfamiliar, or perhaps terrifying, Appendix
1, Wait! I Forgot (or Never Learned) C!, on page ?, will lay out the C essentials
needed to work with Objective-C, the primary language of iOS development.

Online Resources

This book isn’t just about static words on a page or screen. It comes with a
web page, http://www.pragprog.com/titles/adios, where you can learn more and access
useful resources:

• Download the complete source code for all the code examples in the book
as ready-to-build Xcode projects.

• Participate in a discussion forum with other readers, fellow developers,
and the authors.

• Help improve the book by reporting errata, such as content suggestions
and typos.
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If you’re reading the ebook, you can also access the source file for any code
listing by clicking on the gray-green rectangle before the listing.

And So It Begins

We’re now ready to begin digging into the iOS 6 SDK. In the next chapter,
we’ll tool up, familiarize ourselves with the development environment, and
write our first app. We’ll revise this app over the course of the first few chapters
as our skills grow and we learn new tricks.

Anytime you get stuck, check against the source code from the book’s page
or join us in the forum to let us know what’s going on.

Let’s go!
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